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A VAMPIRE IN ZOMBIELAND You wouldn’t like Coburn. People don’t, as a rule. And that’s okay, because he doesn’t
like people much either. People are food. Five years ago, Coburn went to sleep – wasn’t exactly planned – and he’s just
woken up to find most everybody in the world dead. Not dead like him; he looks human, drinks blood. He’s smart.
They’re... none of those things. They outnumber him by about a million to one, and their clotted blood cannot sustain
him. Now he’s starving, and on the run. He has to find blood, soon, and – like it or not – he’s gonna have to keep an eye
on the frail flesh-bags he finds it in. Time for the wolf to turn shepherd. No, Coburn doesn’t like people. But he’ll have to
learn to.
The World's Assault Rifles is a definitive, comprehensive reference book covering the militaries of 50 countries in 71
chapters. Comprising more than 1,900 photographs, this book includes extensive assault rifle history, operating and
locking systems, ammunition types, individual specifications and much more. With the 1200-page hardcover version
weighing 9 pounds and now selling for hundreds of dollars, The World's Assault Rifles, as an eBook, offers convenient
transportation and comfortable reading pleasure in the office, at home and during travel, not to mention the low cost. Now
used by hundreds of military scholars and agencies world wide, The World's Assault Rifles in eBook format will provide
instant fingertip access to information unavailable from any other source at an unbeatable price!
The M16 rifle is one of the world’s most famous firearms, iconic as the American weapon of the Vietnam War—and,
indeed, as the U.S. military’s standard service rifle until only a few years ago. But the story of the M16 in Vietnam is
anything but a success story. In the early years of the war, the U.S. military had a problem: its primary infantry rifle, the
M14, couldn’t stand up to the enemy’s AK-47s. The search was on for a replacement that was lighter weight, more
durable, and more lethal than the M14. After tests (some of which the new rifle had failed) and debates (more than a few
rooted in the army brass’s resistance to change), Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara ordered the adoption of the
M16, which was rushed through production and rushed to Vietnam, reaching troops’ hands in early 1965. Problems
appeared immediately. Soldiers were often not adequately trained to maintain the new rifle (in fact some were told the
new rifle was “self-cleaning”), nor were they always given cleaning supplies or instructions. The harsh jungle climate
corroded the rifle’s chamber, exacerbated by the manufacturer’s decision against chrome-plating the chamber. The
ammunition that accompanied the rifles sent to Vietnam was incompatible with the M16 and was the principal cause of
the failure to extract malfunctions. The result was the M16 often jammed, making the rifle “about as effective as a
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muzzleloader,” in the words of one officer. Men were killed in combat because they couldn’t return fire until the
malfunction was cleared. Congress investigated and the rifle and its ammunition were incrementally modified, greatly
improving its reliability over the next few years. Troop training was also improved. But the damage to the M16’s
reputation could not be undone, and many soldiers remained deeply skeptical of their rifle through the war’s end. Misfire
combines insider knowledge of U.S. Army weapons development with firsthand combat experience in Vietnam to tell the
story of the M16 in Vietnam. Even as it details the behind-the-scenes development, tests, and debates that brought this
rifle into service, the book also describes men and M16s in action on the battlefield, never losing sight of the soldiers who
carried M16s in the jungles of Vietnam and all too often suffered the consequences of decisions they had nothing to do
with.
The one-stop guide to buying collectible firearms, with more than two million copies sold! If you are seeking a
comprehensive reference for collectible gun values, the Gun Trader’s Guide is the only book you need. For more than
half a century, this guide has been the standard reference for collectors, curators, dealers, shooters, and gun
enthusiasts. Updated annually, it remains the definitive source for making informed decisions on used firearms
purchases. Included are extensive listings for handguns, shotguns, and rifles from some of the most popular
manufacturers, including Beretta, Browning, Colt, Remington, Savage, Smith & Wesson, Winchester, and many more.
This forty-first edition boasts dozens of new entries since last year’s edition and includes a complete index and a guide
on how to properly and effectively use this book in order to find the market value for your collectible modern firearm.
Determine the new prices for any firearm you want to sell or trade, whether its condition is in-box, excellent, or good. With
new introductory materials that every gun collector and potential buyer should read, this book is the ultimate guide to
purchasing classic or discontinued firearms. No matter what kind of modern firearm you own or collect, the Gun Trader’s
Guide should remain close at hand.
The full examination of the incident and aftermath in the story of a man who built a tank out of a bulldozer and sought
revenge against his perceived enemies in the small town of Granby, Colorado. He wreaked havoc and destroyed
numerous buildings with his monstrous machine before taking his own life in a stand-off with law enforcement.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
When the battle to protect the ancient trees heats up, sides are chosen and lines are crossed. When difficulties disrupt
plans, some people are willing to do just about anything to prove their points, even if exploiting the legendary Bigfoot
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compromises their beliefs and ideals. Indicator species like the spotted owl and the marbled murrelet have proven to be
an exceptional tool in regulating timber harvest along California's North Coast. But for an elite group of environmental
activists, it just wasn't enough. While a group of Bigfoot researchers probe the wilderness to prove the creature
existence, others use the legend to protect thousands of privately owned forests'. Backed by media attention and public
support, things run smoothly until something goes terribly wrong. The outcome takes the issues into the wilderness, one
of the largest remaining continuous groves of ancient trees, and into a place where neither party ever expected to go.
A new edition of a classic: the first complete picture of the public-health approach to gun violence
From their founding in the 1820s up to the modern age, the Texas Rangers have shown the ability to adapt and survive. Part of
that survival depended on their use of firearms. The evolving technology of these weapons often determined the effectiveness of
these early day Rangers. John Coffee “Jack” Hays and Samuel Walker would leave their mark on the Rangers by incorporating
new technology which allowed them to alter tactics when confronting their adversaries. The Frontier Battalion was created at about
the same time as the Colt Peacemaker and the Winchester 73—these were the guns that “won the West.” Firearms of the Texas
Rangers, with more than 180 photographs, tells the history of the Texas Rangers primarily through the use of their firearms. Author
Doug Dukes narrates famous episodes in Ranger history, including Jack Hays and the Paterson, the Walker Colt, the McCulloch
Colt Revolver (smuggled through the Union blockade during the Civil War), and the Frontier Battalion and their use of the Colt
Peacemaker and Winchester and Sharps carbines. Readers will delight in learning of Frank Hamer’s marksmanship with his Colt
Single Action Army and his Remington, along with Captain J.W. McCormick and his two .45 Colt pistols, complete with photos.
Whether it was a Ranger in 1844 with his Paterson on patrol for Indians north of San Antonio, or a Ranger in 2016 with his LaRue
7.62 rifle working the Rio Grande looking for smugglers and terrorists, the technology may have changed, but the gritty job of the
Rangers has not.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages:
27. Chapters: Ruger revolvers, Ruger semi-automatic pistols, Ruger Mini-14, Ruger P series, Ruger SR series, Ruger 10/22,
Ruger Standard, Ruger Vaquero, Ruger Redhawk, Ruger MK II, Ruger Blackhawk, Ruger Super Redhawk, Sturm, Ruger, Ruger
Security Six, Ruger MK III, Ruger M77, Ruger GP-100, Ruger SP-101, Ruger LCP, Ruger Police Carbine, Ruger Bisley, Ruger
Gold Label, Ruger 77/22, Ruger No. 1, Ruger Single Six, Ruger LCR, Ruger 10/17, Ruger Alaskan, Ruger SR-556, Ruger MP9,
Ruger Hawkeye, Ruger Old Army, Ruger LC9, RMR. Excerpt: The Mini-14, Mini Thirty, and Mini-6.8 are small, lightweight semiautomatic carbines manufactured by the U.S. firearms company Sturm, Ruger. The Mini-14 non-target versions can fire both the
.223 Remington cartridge and the similar military 5.56x45mm cartridge. The target model Mini-14 rifles are chambered only for the
.223 Remington cartridge. The Mini Thirty uses the 7.62x39mm and the Mini-6.8 fires 6.8 mm Remington SPC. Ruger offered a
selective fire variant of the Mini-14, the AC-556, to police and military customers. AC-556 models have a slightly longer receiver
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(shared with early production "series 180" models) to allow for full automatic operation. These models are available with features
such as short barrels and bayonet lugs. The Mini-14GB model is a semi-automatic variant for police and military sale with the
additional factory options of a short barrel, folding paratrooper stock, flash suppressor and a bayonet lug. Designed by L. James
Sullivan and William B. Ruger, the rifle employs an investment cast, heat-treated receiver and a version of the M1 rifle locking
mechanism with a self-cleaning, fixed-piston gas system. The Mini-14 product page describes it as a "simple, rugged Garand-style
breechbolt locking system, with a fixed-piston gas system and self-cleaning, moving gas cylinder...".
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great stories, compelling
photography, and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for generations.
“An eye-opening and riveting account of how guns make it into the black market and into the hands of criminals and drug lords.”
–Adam Winkler The gun control debate is revived with every mass shooting. But far more people die from gun deaths on the street
corners of inner city America and across the border as Mexico's powerful cartels battle to control the drug trade. Guns and drugs
aren't often connected in our heated discussions of gun control-but they should be. In Ioan Grillo's groundbreaking new work of
investigative journalism, he shows us this connection by following the market for guns in the Americas and how it has made the
continent the most murderous on earth. Grillo travels to gun manufacturers, strolls the aisles of gun shows and gun shops, talks to
FBI agents who have infiltrated biker gangs, hangs out on Baltimore street corners, and visits the ATF gun tracing center in West
Virginia. Along the way, he details the many ways that legal guns can cross over into the black market and into the hands of
criminals, fueling violence here and south of the border. Simple legislative measures would help close these loopholes, but
America's powerful gun lobby is uncompromising in its defense of the hallowed Second Amendment. Perhaps, however, if guns
were seen not as symbols of freedom, but as key accessories in our epidemics of addiction, the conversation would shift. Blood
Gun Money is that conversation shifter.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
The world has grown complacent. Secretly lulled into a dangerous state of contentment. Only a unique few, the “specials”, are
immune to the hypnotic effects of the insidious gaming technology addicting all of mankind. The world’s most secret A.I. platform
has it’s own agenda. World domination and immortality. Two important Army Rangers have gone AWOL and are being hunted.
Three young adults, “specials”, are on a quest to find the reasons they were sent to C.A.M.P. All have a date with destiny that will
change the world.
This textbook instructs patrol officers in their roles and responsibilities as first responders, with attention to new and evolving threats and
responses to incidents that have broadened the scope of responsibility of the patrol officer. The first of the five parts of the book contains four
chapters on patrol officer's preparation and conditioning. These chapters focus on the importance and features of mental and physical fitness
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and preparing for various police encounters, some of which may involve a fight for survival. The four chapters of Part 2 address training and
equipment. The chapters discuss the principles of combat shooting, the specifications of intermediate rifles for use in patrol work, specialty
impact systems that can be used as less-lethal force options, and first responders' recognition of explosives. Part 3 consists of three chapters
on various types of patrol procedures: the use of police dogs in patrol operations, vehicle stops, and building searches. The four chapters of
Part 4 consider patrol responses to critical incidents. One chapter instructs patrol officers in the responsibilities of first responders at the
scene of a hostage/barricade/suicide incident. A second chapter describes the tactic of "immediate action/rapid deployment," which is
recommended for patrol officers who are the first responders to a violent attack in progress that involves multiple actual and potential victims.
A third chapter describes the planning and implementation of procedures for a unified command when multiple agencies are responding to a
mass disaster. A fourth chapter focuses on knowledge and procedures used by first responders in their handling of disasters caused by
terrorists' weapons of mass destruction. The three chapters of Part 5 instruct patrol officers in preparing for civil litigation that alleges
violations of constitutional rights due to officer actions.
A complete step-by-step pictorial guide featuring a parts diagram, color photos, and written photo captions, guiding the user through a
complete takedown and reassembly of the Ruger mini 14 semi-automatic rifle.
These novels four at stance 1 last editorial PDF for number one of a12 stack. Four finished for finals. One by one to be released. Covers
everything from the core of this world to the Big Bang & back a gain, over the moon off this planet into all truths resolved. What others won’t
talk about what many forget. These flowed like magic, from intelligence beyond throughout experience from out of the Milky Way. Into vast
mindset borrowed & set caste for forever is ever today is your dream. At rest for your for-cast forecasters this world.
Seven months have passed since Chris Gordon met Tanya Demidova. In that time he has adapted to the vast changes in his life. Being
faster and stronger, working for a paranormal police unit and dating a vampire. But new threats appear; from the South, from the North, within
the NYPD and from the U.S. government.But his greatest danger is already inside him.
Join veteran crime-fighter Stephen Smith on a journey through the dark and dangerous world of the Metropolitan Police specialist firearms
command from its inception in 1966, when the cold-blooded murder of three police officers sparked a revolution in the training of armed
officers, to the present day. This unique police unit battled against the IRA in the 1970s, experienced its first operational shootings in the
1980s and underwent massive expansion in the 1990s. In the new millenium it fought against Dome raiders, kidnappers, and al-Qaeda
terrorists, then worked to provide London with a secure environment in which to host the 2012 Olympic Games. From a gunman ordering
cannabis smuggled in fried chicken during a siege to a deranged killer holding toddlers hostage, London's armed police have seen it all. With
his wealth of first-hand experience, Stephen Smith has woven together historic and up-to date accounts of perilous and often famously
controversial firearms operations across England's capital. Using hundreds of photographs, illustrations and drawings from several archived
sources, this fascinating volume spans five decades of the Metropolitan Police's fight against crime and many of its photographs and
illustrations have never been published before. Packed with detail and intrigue, 'Stop! Armed Police!' is a must-have for those with an interest
in police firearms matters and is a captivating behind-the-scenes look at the dangerous business of policing London's streets.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 230.
Chapters: AK-47, M16 rifle, SA80, IMI Galil, AK-74, FN FAL, StG 44, Assault rifle, List of assault rifles, Comparison of the AK-47 and M16,
M4 carbine, Steyr AUG, Heckler & Koch G36, AR-15 variants, Stoner 63, SIG SG 550, CAR-15, Heckler & Koch HK416, Lightweight Small
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Arms Technologies, IMI Tavor TAR-21, FN F2000, Colt Canada C7 rifle, AKM, Howa Type 89, Type 56 assault rifle, FN SCAR, XM8 rifle,
Norinco CQ, Vz. 58, FAMAS, QBZ-95, SAR 21, Ruger Mini-14, Armalite AR-18, Heckler & Koch G11, Heckler & Koch HK33, EM-2 rifle,
Howa Type 64, Ultimax 100, VHS assault rifle, FN FNC, SIG SG 540, CornerShot, INSAS rifle, Heckler & Koch G41, Robinson Armament
XCR, Zastava M70, Bushmaster ACR, Close Quarters Battle Receiver, FX-05 Xiuhcoatl, Pindad SS1, CETME Model L, Objective Individual
Combat Weapon, LSAT light machine gun, Pistol Mitralier model 1963/1965, EMERK, R4 assault rifle, Pindad SS2, Rk 95 Tp, Kbk wz. 1988
Tantal, Type 81 assault rifle, T91 assault rifle, APS amphibious rifle, OC-14-4A, Ak 5, Type 63 assault rifle, Kel-Tec RFB, AMD 65, Z 2000,
Bushmaster M4 Type Carbine, Barrett REC7, Kbs wz. 1996 Beryl, Advanced Combat Rifle, Zastava M21, Vepr, Fedorov Avtomat, United
States Army Squad Designated Marksman Rifle, AN-94, Rk 62, LAPA FA-03, LSAT rifle, AK-107, ADS amphibious rifle, LWRC M6, AK-63,
AK-103, PAPOP, Valmet M76, Daewoo K2, T86 assault rifle, Kbk wz. 1996 Mini-Beryl, WASR series rifles, Leader Dynamics Series T2 MK5,
StG 45(M), Advanced Individual Combat Weapon, Skbk wz. 1989 Onyks, Armalite AR-16, M231 Firing Port Weapon, SAR-80, Daewoo K1,
Project Abakan, Beretta AR70/90, APS-95, Steyr ACR, Pu c Automat model 1986, XM29 OICW, Khaybar KH2002, POF Eye, ASM-DT
amphibious rifle, AEK-971, AK-101, Valmet M82, Bushmaster M17S, Galil ACE, Zastava M85/M90, Beretta ARX 160, Ares Shrike 5.56,
Cristobal, Vektor...
Gun Trader's Guide is the bestselling collectible firearms reference, having sold over two million copies in thirty-five editions. The guide
includes prices for all types of firearms, but what if you are only interested in buying, selling, and collecting rifles? Then Gun Trader's Guide to
Rifles is the book for you! Featuring all your favorite rifles from the original Gun Trader's Guide, plus hundreds more, this is the only reference
you'll ever need. Veteran editor and firearms enthusiast Stephen D. Carpenteri has compiled and cataloged discontinued and collectible rifles
from your favorite manufacturers, such as Anschütz, Browning, Colt, Marlin, Remington, Ruger, Savage, Weatherby, Winchester, and more.
Complete with specs and price gradients based on the condition of the rifle, collecting and selling your firearms will be easier than ever.
Carpenteri also provides valuable tips on how to use the guide, as well as articles on various collectible rifles and the art of rifle trading. Also
step behind the scenes to learn what dealers are looking for, what they want in your rifle, and what's required to become a dealer, which
should help you when buying, trading, or selling your rifles. Whether you are a first-time rifle-owner or a longtime rifle enthusiast, Gun
Trader's Guide to Rifles is an invaluable tool to read before stepping foot in that dealer's store or attending a gun show.

Food, water, and shelter are very important to survival. But you must also be ready to protect what is yours, because if somebody
stronger, better prepared, and better equipped takes it all away, you will die. Your family will die. The only way to protect them is
with firearms. Written with the law-abiding civilian in mind, Prepper Guns covers the firearms and tools needed to survive, not only
for defense, but also for foraging. It is a comprehensive look at the realities of the firearms a prepper should have. Written by
Bryce M. Towsley, a firearms expert and a full-time gun writer with thirty years of experience, it steps away from the “conventional
wisdom” that is often spouted by prepper publishing and takes a hard, honest, look at the reality of the firearms, ammo, tools and
training needed to survive at home and on the road. Prepper Guns takes a careful look at each category of firearms, ammo, sights,
and accessories. Other topics include gun care and maintenance, as well as some simple gunsmithing and reloading to keep
firearms repaired and ammo on hand. Finally, Prepper Guns has training suggestions and drills, plus a look at the psychology of
survival, using the expertise of some of the top people in the world in these fields. If you are worried that bad things are coming
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and are trying to prepare, this book is the most important piece of gear you can buy. Because if you can’t protect your family, your
food and your home, nothing else really matters.
If you want your Mini-14 to fit your body, needs and pocketbook, here's the authoritative source on customizing this inexpensive,
reliable rifle into an exotic super system. Find out how to boost your Mini-14's firepower (legally) so that it will not only generate a
lot of double takes, but also deliver - at the range, in the field or in critical moments of self-defense.
A comprehensive guide to the world's top-selected models covers a wide range of recreational guns for hunting and target sports,
in an alphabetically arranged resource that explores each gun's key features, from operating systems and uses to price ranges
and sighting options. 10,000 first printing.
Convert your Mini into a full-auto, silenced, SWAT-type weapon that is capable of field-clearing firepower. This conversion process
requires no machining or special tools. Once completed, it takes just five minutes to drop in the Automatic Connector (the book's
secret!) or remove it as needed. It's that simple! For academic study only.
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp in the universe and into battle with the Terran
Mobile Infantry in what historians would come to call the First Interstellar War
The Ruger Mini-14 may be the ultimate plinker, hunting and survival rifle. If you already have the many accessories available for it,
why not complete your collection with a do-it-yourself silencer? Here are step-by-step instructions to show you how to construct a
tough, working silencer able to handle the high pressures generated by the Mini-14's .223 round. All BATF rules apply.
Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett’s hunt for a fugitive reveals a conspiracy in this taut thriller in the #1 New York Times
bestselling series. Joe Pickett always liked Butch Roberson—a hardworking local business-owner whose daughter is friends with
his own. Little does he know that when Butch says he is heading into the mountains to scout elk, he is actually going on the run.
Two EPA employees have been murdered, and all signs point to Butch as the killer. Soon, Joe hears of the land Butch and his
wife had bought to retire on—until they are told the EPA declared it a wetland—and the penalties they charged Butch until the family
was torn apart by debt. Finally, it seems, the man just cracked. It’s an awful story. But is it the whole story? The more Joe
investigates, the more he begins to wonder—and the more he finds himself in the middle of a war in which he must choose sides.
Sonny Graham is a hotshot businessman on his way up the corporate ladder. He has a beautiful wife, two terrific children, a big house and a
booming career. On the surface everything is perfect in his upscale life. But danger is lurking nearby as someone from Sonny's past is
stalking his family with the intent of settling old scores. In an instant Sonny's world is turned upside down and his family is in great peril,
fleeing for their lives. The situation intensifies as the lunatic gets bolder and grows closer. It is just a matter of time before there is a
confrontation and everyone knows that the outcome could be very ugly.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 164.
Chapters: M16 rifle, SA80, IMI Galil, AR-15, M249 light machine gun, M4 carbine, Steyr AUG, Heckler & Koch G36, AR-15 variants, Stoner
63, SIG SG 550, CAR-15, FN Minimi, Heckler & Koch HK416, Lightweight Small Arms Technologies, IMI Tavor TAR-21, FN F2000, Colt
Canada C7 rifle, Howa Type 89, FN SCAR, XM8 rifle, FAMAS, QBZ-95, SAR 21, Ruger Mini-14, Armalite AR-18, Savage 10FP, Heckler &
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Koch HK33, Mk 12 Special Purpose Rifle, Ultimax 100, VHS assault rifle, FN FNC, SIG SG 540, INSAS rifle, Heckler & Koch G41, Robinson
Armament XCR, Bushmaster ACR, Close Quarters Battle Receiver, FX-05 Xiuhcoatl, Pindad SS1, IMI Negev, CETME Model L, CETME
Ameli, LSAT light machine gun, Kel-Tec SU-16, EMERK, R4 assault rifle, Remington Model 7600 rifle, Marine Scout Sniper Rifle, Pindad
SS2, T91 assault rifle, Ak 5, Colt Automatic Rifle, Z 2000, Bushmaster M4 Type Carbine, Heckler & Koch SL8, Heckler & Koch MG4, Kbs wz.
1996 Beryl, Zastava M21, La France M16K, Daewoo K11, LSAT rifle, AK-107, LWRC M6, PAPOP, Valmet M76, Daewoo K2, T86 assault
rifle, Steyr Scout, Leader Dynamics Series T2 MK5, Advanced Individual Combat Weapon, XM214 Microgun, SAR-80, Beretta AR70/90,
CMG-1, Beretta Rx4 Storm, XM29 OICW, Khaybar KH2002, AEK-971, AK-101, Valmet M82, Bushmaster M17S, Galil ACE, Zastava
M85/M90, Beretta ARX 160, Ares Shrike 5.56, SEAL Recon Rifle, Vektor SS-77, Vektor CR-21, FARA 83, SR-88, FN CAL, Gordon CloseSupport Weapon System, Special Operations Assault Rifle, IMBEL MD, T65 assault rifle, CZ 527 Varmint, Olin/Winchester Salvo Rifle, Z-M
Weapons LR 300, Beretta AS70/90, Kel-Tec PLR-16, MSBS Radon, Ruger SR-556, Carbon 15, GatMalite, Stoner LMG, Dual Cycle Rifle,
Rheinmetall RH-70, Remington GPC, Sterling SAR-87, Safir T-15, Disenos Casanave SC-2005, Floro PDW, SIG SG 530, FAD assault rifle,
ZW-556, Kbk wz. 2005 Jantar, VB Berapi LP06, ...
Presents a guide to deer rifles that includes information on gun brands, ammunition, loads, deer sights, close vs. long-distance shooting, and
techniques for hunting in different terrain.
Normal 0 false false false MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 st1\:*{behavior:url(#ieooui) } /* Style Definitions */ table.MsoNormalTable {mso-stylename:"Table Normal"; mso-tstyle-rowband-size:0; mso-tstyle-colband-size:0; mso-style-noshow:yes; mso-style-parent:""; mso-padding-alt:0in
5.4pt 0in 5.4pt; mso-para-margin:0in; mso-para-margin-bottom:.0001pt; mso-pagination:widow-orphan; font-size:10.0pt; font-family:"Times
New Roman"; mso-ansi-language:#0400; mso-fareast-language:#0400; mso-bidi-language:#0400;} Firearms Multimedia Guide is the world's
first completely digital, computer searchable, firearms, ammunition and air guns reference guide on DVD for Windows PC! It raises the bar
from standard firearms publications like magazines and books to the next level of multimedia publications. It is the ultimate tool to search,
find, identify and research guns and ammunition. Even though it is on DVD, Firearms Multimedia Guide does not require any installation on
users PC, it starts automatically when inserted in PC, ready to be used. UNIQUE FEATURES OF FIREARMS MULTIMEDIA GUIDE: • First
digital, computer searchable guns & ammo reference guide • Presents over 41,000 models of Firearms, Airguns and Ammo from 345
manufacturers worldwide! • Computer searchable with 14 different search criteria! Find any gun in a second! • Presents models with Tech
Specs – Hi-Resolution Color Pictures - Features – Prices! • Over 24,000 high-resolution color pictures in resolution up to 6636 x 1492! • Up
to 12 pictures per model! Click and zoom in to see smallest details! • Guns are presented in different finishes, stock types and stock
materials! • Exclusive U.S. and EU custom guns with price tags up to $1,000,000! • Interinked ammo and gun database. Check the stopping
power of each gun with just one click. • BONUS FEATURES: 500 Printable Targets, US-EU Ammo Caliber Chart, Gun Making Video • Retail
price: $29.99 • On DVD For Windows XP, Vista and 7. Works directly from DVD. Needs no installation. This is NOT a book. What the most
respected media has written about Firearms Multimedia Guide: "It runs remarkably fast...Intuitive and informative for all shooters...A fine
reference guide to keep handy" - NRA's Shooting Illustrated (May 2010 issue) "An incredible source of information...to useful to keep a
secret" - Gun Trade News (UK trade magazine, March 2010 issue) "The DVD is worth the price for the target images alone" - GunBlast.com
"Plenty of value for the money" - Wild Deer & Hunting Adventures (Australia, April 2010 issue) Using the Firearms Multimedia Guide saves a
lot of time and money for gun enthusiasts. Instead of buying several publications and surfing for hours on the internet from one
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manufacturer’s website to another, by searching the Firearms Multimedia Guide’s database of 41,000 models from 345 manufacturers from
around the world with 14 search criteria, the user gets a search result literally in a second. The user can check out guns, compare them and
their prices, check the ammo that they use, and start another search. Plus, guns are presented with exclusive high-resolution color pictures
unavailable anywhere else. Now you will be able to see smallest details of engraving, checkering, open actions, etc. INTERLINKED
FIREARMS AND AMMUNITION DATABASES Finding out the stopping power or effective reach of any pistol, revolver, rifle or shotgun in the
Firearms Multimedia Guide is a simple task. Each model of firearm is connected with all ammunition in that specific caliber. While checking
one gun out, with just one click of the button the user can see bullet styles, bullet weights, features, velocities, energies and trajectories of all
ammo in that caliber.
This book is the story of William B. Ruger's dedication to providing traditional yet innovative design and to manufacturing excellence.
Products are sold at a reasonable price for a broad ranging clientele from the ordinary citizen to the president of the United States. This richly
illustrated, beautifully presented work is the official history of William B. Ruger of Sturm, Ruger & Co., and of Ruger firearms, featuring more
than 185 color and over 100 black and white illustrations. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and
firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition,
knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing
shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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